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Q: What does the “L” stand for in the model 127?  

A. L Stands for 127 models with integrated lights installed at factory. 

Q: How does lights turn on or off? 

A. The Lighted Boxes are equipped with magnetic switch that will automatically turn on/off the lights depends on whether 
lid is open or closed. 

Q: How you get power to the WG Lighted Truck Box? 

A. The Lighted Truck Box comes with our new WEATHER GUARD® Power Sync™ quick connect wiring harness. 

Q: Do I need to cut/splice factory wiring to connect the lights? 

A. No, WEATHER GUARD® Power Sync™ is designed to connect to existing factory wiring w/o cutting or splicing of your 
trucks wiring system. 

Q: Does WG offer retrofit kit for the existing standard WG saddle box? 

A. Yes, 827-xx-xxLS/LF lights accessories are available and you can retrofit your existing WG 127 saddle box with ease. 

Q: What colors does WG Lighted Truck Box offered in? 

A. Two colors, Clear and Textured Matte Black, are available to purchase 

Q: Does the Light Accessories Kit work with other Weather Guard saddle boxes? 

A. Yes, The Lights Accessories are compatible with all 127-xx-02 models of the WG saddle boxes 

Q: Does the Light Accessories Kit work with other competitor's saddle boxes? 

A. No, although someone might make it work, it is not recommended.  

Q: What does the Lighted Box come with? 

A. You will receive two boxes, one large box with the truck tool box that has lights already installed at the factory and a 
second small box with the Wiring Harness for your truck.  This is same for the Lights Upgrade Kit, you will also receive 
two boxes.   One for the Lights module/bezel assembly and the other for the Wiring Harness for your truck. 

Q: How do you install the box and the wiring harness? 

A. Lighted Boxes come with printed step by step manual to walk you through how to install the box & wiring harness to 
your vehicle.  Additionally, there are installation videos available on Weather Guard website. 

Q: Does the Lighted Box include the level holder like the standard 127 box? 

A. No, Level holder is not compatible with the Lighted Boxes.   If you are upgrading your existing standard 127 saddle box 
with the Lights Upgrade Kit, level holder will need to be removed for installation. 

Q: How bright is the Lighted Box lights? 

A. LEDs used are rated for 600 lumens total.  It is roughly equivalent to ~12 to 15 of mobile phones in flash light mode. 

Q: How long the LED lights will last? 

A. LED modules are rated for minimum 20,000 hrs. of continuous use lamp life. That’s equivalent to over 2yr of lamp life in 
continuous use.    

Q: Is there a different warranty for the Lighted Box? 

A. Box itself is covered by same Weather Guard Limited Lifetime Warranty.  Lights and electrical components are covered for 
3yr Limited Warranty. 


